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The 615 bus goes from Kato Paphos to Coral Bay. The 616 bus goes from Coral Bay to Agios Georgios.
For times, check out http://www.pafosbuses.com/
From the end of the line at Agios Georgios, head east for 350 metres to waymark "A". The path used to head north
beside a restaurant but this has been blocked off. It's still possible to follow the field perimeter and rejoin the original
path in 70 metres. This heads a little north of east and crosses the coast road. Here you might need your satnav device
because the path is not obvious. The correct route does not go to the houses. It passes them to the north.
At a larger track head NE for 50 metres, then go right east on a faint path mainly used by sheep. This gradually bends
right, south. Head SE, uphill towards unfinished houses. Continue SE to a farm. Bear right, south and enter a tranquil
zone of stunted junipers and patches of grazed land, full of amemones, wild crocus and cilla parviflora (Early February).
The track now heads west on the E4 path, still in the juniper woods. All the time, you are climbing (1500 feet in total).
Cross a stream, usually dry, and head SW briefly, then south to quite a busy road. The map shows a route avoiding
most of the traffic. Waymark "B" crossed land without any paths at all. If you prefer not to attempt this, stay on the road.
At waymark "C" there are good tracks and adequate paths. These lead to a cliff edge and stunning paroramic views.
Head back to the main road for another 80 metres, then bear right, east, downhill on tarmac.
The tarmac ends at a house with paranoid security measures. The footpath heads SW and later south. The start is the
hardest point in the walk. It's a bit of a clamber down and a squeeze through vegetation to reach a much easier, but still
steep 4x4 track. Head down to Peyeia. There are no further difficulties on the route. Back at Coral Bay, cross the main
road and the bus stop is on the right 120 metres later.
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